
SP 212 – GENERAL PHYSICS II 
Section 4342 

 
Dr. Chris Morgan 
282 Chauvenet Hall 
Email: cmorgan@usna.edu 
Website: https://www.usna.edu/Users/physics/cmorgan/index.php 
Class Website: https://www.usna.edu/Users/physics/cmorgan/SP212.php  
Work Phone: (410) 293-6677 

  
Text: 
• Fundamentals of Physics, 10th edition, Halliday, Resnick & Walker 

 
Why I am required to take physics? During the course of this semester, you will hear 
me talk about the differences between education and vocational training.  The mission 
of the US Naval Academy is to provide you with some of both, but this class is an 
educational element.  An educated officer corps is crucial to the success of the U.S. 
armed forces, because education enables sound decision-making.  It is my belief that no 
education is complete without an understanding of the principles that govern our 
physical world.  No matter what you choose to do following graduation, you will be 
ineffective and prone to mistakes without a solid understanding of physics. 
 
A word about math: We will use calculus nearly every day in class, and most 
homework sets will require you to exercise the calculus you’ve spent so much time 
learning.  I strongly urge you not to “tune me out” when the lecture material becomes 
difficult.  Lecture is your chance to ask me questions about anything you don’t 
understand.  Use it wisely! 
 
Student Learning Outcomes: 

• Remember and recall statements of the definitions, concepts and laws that 
govern classical electricity, magnetism and light. 

• Describe the concepts and laws that govern classical electricity, magnetism and 
light. 

• Apply the concepts and laws of classical electricity, magnetism and light to solve 
both qualitative and quantitative single-step problems. 

• Analyze quantitative and qualitative problems involving two or more concepts 
and the laws of electricity, magnetism and light. 

• Evaluate the laws of electricity, magnetism, and light using observations of 
physical phenomena. 

 



Classroom etiquette: 
• Drinks are permitted, food is not. 
• If you need to use the head, do so without interrupting class; no need to ask 

permission.   
• No sleeping.  If you are tired, feel free to stand in the back of the classroom. 

 
Reading assignments:  Read over the material that is going to be covered in class before 
the appropriate lecture. I will post up-to-date reading assignments on the class website 
with your homework assignments each week. Our time together in lecture will be most 
effective if you arrive in class with prepared questions. 
 
Homework: I will assign one problem set every Thursday using the WileyPLUS online 
homework system.  A link to our section’s WileyPLUS page is provided on the course 
website. Problem sets are due on Thursdays at the beginning of your lab period.  Late 
homework will not be accepted!  
 

• I strongly encourage you to work together with others on your problem sets.  
 
Quizzes: I will administer one quiz per week at the beginning of each lab period.  Quiz 
problems will be taken directly from the homework you submit at the beginning of the 
lab period. 
 

• All quizzes will be self-graded during lab or the next day’s lecture. Please take 
quizzes in pencil and carry a suitable (colored) grading pen with you. 

• Calculators are permitted, but the use of pre-programmed formulas or scanned 
material is forbidden during quizzes. 

 
Tests:  I will give three regular in-class tests during the semester.  I have listed tentative 
test dates on the syllabus, but I may elect to change the dates depending upon the needs 
of the class. 
 

• You are permitted to use the official, unaltered SP212 formula sheet during tests. 
 

Lab policy: I will post the procedure for each week’s experiment at least one day prior 
to lab.  Review the experiment before arriving in lab, and print out one “Lab Response 
Form” for each group prior to the start of lab.  
 

• Lab is your time to develop your physical intuition; it also represents a prime 
opportunity to ask me questions or discuss concepts (any concepts, not simply 
what we are doing in lab that day).   



• Lab grades will be based entirely on the content of you lab response forms which 
must be handed in at the end of lab. 

 
Extra Instruction (EI):  I am happy to meet with you individually or in groups for extra 
instruction.  I do not have regularly scheduled office hours, so email me to make an EI 
appointment.  Appointments are the best way to guarantee a meeting, but feel free to 
drop by my office at any time.  I am happy to answer impromptu questions as they 
come up. 
 
 
Absences: 

• Excused Absences   
o Lab: For planned absences or movement orders, make arrangements to 

perform the lab with another section.  Keep me informed of your plans.  
o Test Days: Inform me ahead of time, and we will arrange a mutually 

convenient time for you to take the test. 
• Unexcused Absences: If you have an unexcused absence on a lab or test day, you 

will not be permitted to make up the work, and you will receive a zero for the 
test or the lab

Grade Formulation: 
 

 
Percentage of 

total grade 
Quizzes 20% 

Homework 10% 
Labs 10% 
Tests 25% 

Final Exam 30% 
Professionalism 5% 

TOTAL 100% 

 
Professionalism:  Nearly all of you are used to academic success.  Some of you may 
have earned the very first C or D of your life here at the Naval Academy, but you all 
earned excellent grades in high school.  You will find that no matter how well (or 
poorly) you do at the Naval Academy, you will encounter failure much more often as a 
junior officer than you did here.  All junior officers make mistakes; senior officers know 
this. As a result, you will often be judged by your resilience in the face of failure and 
your ability to avoid the same mistake twice.  I will judge you by the same standard in 
this class. 

A 100 - 90 % 
B 90 - 80 % 
C 80 - 70 % 
D 70 - 60 % 

Fail < 60 % 


